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        Powering nutrition together
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                        Nutritious cheese
                        Premium cheese is heading for a revival. With cheese lovers every-where demanding healthier options at attractive prices, we’ve got the solutions that make them possible.  
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                        Nutrition for healthy ageing
                        Explore the possibility to enter the fast-growing senior nutrition market by choosing one of our private label formulated milk powders produced at our state-of-the-art facilities. 
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                        Go clear
                        Clear whey ready-to-mix solutions to meet individual mainstream consumer needs for sports nutrition.
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                        Juice-style medical drink with Lacprodan® BLG-100
                        A refreshing opportunity to keep protein intake on track 
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                        Protein and calcium-rich coffee and tea  
                        Experience the difference. Try RTD coffee and tea with Lacprodan MicelPure®
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                        When protein quality matters!
                        High-quality proteins give permission to indulge
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                        Refreshing fermented protein drink
                        Create an appealing fermented beverage with an innovative hydrolysed protein 
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                        Rehydrate & Restore
                        Whey protein and electrolytes team up for rehydration and recovery in a refreshing, clear RTD
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                        Delicious protein yoghurt 
                        A new generation of protein yoghurt – it's non-fat and with a super mild taste. 
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                        Indulgent bar with protein in every layer  
                        A no-compromise concept sure to capture the attention of consumers looking for a satisfying, grab-and-go protein bar
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                        Lacprodan® BLG-100 - Tackling the protein dilemma in a low-phosphorous renal diet
                        Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is estimated to affect more than 850 million adults worldwide, a figure expected to rise. Causing a progressive decline in kidney function, it can eventually lead to end-stage renal disease, requiring regular dialysis or a kidney transplant.
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                        Advanced nutrition manufacturing
                        Whether you’re looking for a TPM, private label or hybrid model, our experience and capabilities make us the ideal production partner for ambitious brands that value innovation and a solid track record.
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                        Learn more about how we innovate 
                        Our mission to discover the wonders of whey and milk is an ambitious one. It takes us to places we haven’t been before. But that is what is needed if we want to be truly innovative – impacting people around the globe and our planet.
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                        Organic solutions for Early life nutrition
                        Organic food products are very often seen by consumers as healthier and safer than conventional ones. One of the main categories driving growth within organic food products is baby food and infant formula1. Considered by consumers to be healthier and safer than non-organic products, demand for natural, organic early life nutrition continues to grow.
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                        Organic dairy solutions 
                        Our scientifically documented, organic milk-based ingredients are the cornerstones of safe and highly nutritious solutions. Here, protein quality is a top priority - assisted by innately high digestibility and a superior amino acid composition.  
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                        Organic premium infant formula with ORIGIN by Arla Foods Ingredients 
                        With ORIGIN by Arla Foods Ingredients , a patented technology, infant formula brand owners can finally capture the...
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                        Whey more powerful
                        More of whey protein’s most powerful component Beta-lactoglobulin (BLG) is the key component that makes whey protein...
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                        Whey more potent - Lacprodan® BLG-100
                        Introducing much more of whey protein’s most effectful component Beta-lactoglobulin (BLG) is the key component that...
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                        Indulgent protein bar  with Lacprodan® SoftBar
                        Guilt-free protein bars for a tasty treat It’s what today’s active consumers hope to find on the shelf: Nutritious...
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                        Recovery with a better taste
                        Appealing medical foods need a superior whey protein hydrolysate One in four patients are undernourished* and this ca...
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                        Easy choices for healthy living
                        Balanced meal replacement solutions Introducing three high-protein meal replacement solutions to support active...
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                        Science-backed nutrition for people and business
                        Science-backed ingredients for people and business - that describes nutrition science at Arla Foods Ingredients.
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                        Healthy through life
                        Dairy nutrition for the young at heart Staying fit and healthy is a priority for most age groups and good nutritional...
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                        Protein-enriched juice drinks 
                        Protein-enriched, great-tasting juice with a clear conscience Great-tasting juices are ideal for replenishing the...
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                        Treat the kids to a premium, organic squeezable yoghurt
                        Raising the children to have healthy eating habits is a high priority for Chinese parents. Many are on the lookout fo...
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                        Functional native milk proteins
                        Functional health foods for the active consumer Protein is a highly sought-after nutrient, especially among sports...
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                        Yoghurts and ice creams go natural
                        In the minds of consumers, protein can do no wrong. Strong science backs its health benefits: weight management, musc...
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                        Upcycled beverage concept helps Latin American dairies reduce waste
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                        Arla Foods Ingredients showcases solutions to boost nutritional value of cheese
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                        Arla Foods Ingredients to cut carbon emissions with heat pump technology
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                            Vitafoods 2024
                        

                        
                            Date:
                            
14/05/2024, 07:30 AM

                        

                        
                            Location:
                                
                                    Read more here 
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        Videos & Webinars

            
                
Explore our videos: Corporate, Industry insights, How-tos, and Webinars (live & on-demand). Learn, grow, and stay updated!

            

            Click here
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        SUSTAINABILITY

            
                
Our sustainability journey began over 40 years ago, when our company was founded. The ambition was to get more out of milk by converting unused whey streams into ingredients for food and feed. By putting our raw materials to best possible use, we can minimise our environmental footprint and make healthy nutrition accessible to consumers everywhere.    
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                	*
	Our website contains information on different approvals of Kosher. Only products from our plants in Europe have the approval to use this logo. Please ask us for specific information on your product in regards to the Kosher approval.
	**
	Our website contains information on different approvals of Halal. Our products certified from different halal agencies depend on location of the production site and the target market. Please ask for the specific information on your products in regards to the Halal approval.
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                Most popular industries
                
	
            Early life nutrition
        
	
            Sports nutrition
        
	
            Health foods
        
	
            Dairy
        
	
            Bakery
        
	
            Affordable nutrition
        


            

            
                Most popular ingredients
                
	
            Alpha-lactalbumin
        
	
            Beta-lactoglobulin
        
	
            Osteopontin
        
	
            Whey protein concentrate
        
	
            Whey protein isolate
        
	
            Whey protein hydrolysate
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                 Our webinars & videos
                 
	
            Watch them here
        


             


               
                   The Whey & Protein Blog
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